
 

 

1 VIETNAM 

SHOPPING  
 

Shopping in Vietnam is a fun and interesting experience, and guarantees good bargains to those 
who know what to look for. It is true to say that you can find nearly anything in Vietnam. Markets 
vary from high class shopping malls, supermarkets to bustling open market, galleries, boutiques and 
street stalls. It is not recommended that you buy imported, famous branded products such as 
clothing, perfume or electronics in Vietnam as tax makes these items more costly than neighboring 
countries. 

 
In terms of shopping for tourists, Vietnam is most famous for following items: 

 

CLOTHING 
Clothing varies greatly from tourist T-shirts to beaded handbags 
and traditional ao dai (the traditional costume) made to fit your 
size. Items made from silk are a popular buy, with prices varying 
depending on the material and tailor. Pre-made traditional dresses 
are sold in many places. However, it is more recommended to 
have the dress made to fit your body, which takes more time and 
slightly more money. Shoes, slippers and handbags made from 
traditional materials (silk and bamboo) can also become unique 

gifts and accessories.The Vietnamese traditional conical hat, can be found everywhere throughout 
the country, but hats made in Hue are most famous as they have a poem embroided on the inside. 
Hoi An is one of the best places in the world to get tailor-made clothing at a great price. Find a 
tailor, choose your fabric, get measured and return later to collect your custom-made fashion. 

 

HANDICRAFTS 
Other popular handicrafts in Vietnam include lacquer ware, wood-
block prints, and oil and watercolor paintings, blinds made from 
bamboo, reed mats, carpets, and leatherwork. 
 
 
 
 

 

COFFEE 
Coffee was introduced into Vietnam by French colonists in the late 
19th century and Vietnam quickly became a strong exporter of 
coffee. The Vietnam war disrupted production of coffee in the 
Buon Me Thuot region, the plateau on which the industry was 
centred. As one of the world's largest coffee exporters, 
Vietnamese coffee is among the world's best. If you’re a coffee 
fan, why not take a little taste of Vietnam home with you. 


